
no excuses 

in the morning flowers 
popped out of their ~hells as if 
nothing had happened/ it was 
after all quite a new day 
and still wet with the morning's 
amniotic fluid/ in the morning 
they had cleaned the blood 
off the grass/ it had soaked 
beneath the surface gladness; 
there would be still, a sun-dance 
on our scabbed stubs 
and what was left would smile 
right pretty, after 
all we're not cowards/ 

there need not be excuses 
for the night, you say; 
the shadowed character killings 
for a just moon/ 
it happens; the silent knife 

( the rusty crusader's cross
sword driving home its point, 
the heathen vomiting his freedom 
toward our dinner plates)/ 

the crows roosting on branches 
above the human heart, 
gobbling crumbs of sympathy/ 
all of it under quilted midnight 
phantom hymns: 

do unto others, 
do unto others .•.. 

but in the morning 
it's gone for most; except 
for moments of gleaming steel 

l 

clenched between teeth/ and 
then i see there are no excuses 
left to blind my eyes; no night 
to lose ourselves in just slaughter/ 

no mutes for the truth horn/ 
no time to sit and wait 
below the guillotine of darkness/ 

i've gone beyond reason 
and now am left to rhyme; 
running after the truth 
in a false field of clover/ 

.. 



ins and outs 

sun risen; 
everything caught turned bleached 
under it 
standing shadowless, relentlessly touched/ 
it hasn't been so long a day 
in life exposed; 
cleaved open to dry in heated expectation/ 
buildings stand in judgement 
relieving the masses; 
their faces reflect against the glass 
reflecting back again/ again back/ 

the rest jump up and down 
screaming at the noon 
while erecting their own 
make-shift huts/ 

finale' 

dusk gathers around 
like a cape of suede; 
another evening tip-toes 
on stage/ 
night-lites flicker; 
moths and crickets re-act/ 
and for the main show 

(after a pipe smoking 
moment of intermiss i on) 
a lone man kneels 
und e r a street lamp 

(gun in mouth) 
and blows his mind to wa rp heaven / 

... 



a brief almost encounter 

sometimes 
down the hall she ' d walk; 
certain planks complaining 
of her misdemeaner trespass/ 
night noises had her stopping by my, door 
(just a sigh before the end)/ 
i waited for a knock 
(small desk lamp knifing 
through my hermit facade) 

books on the higher shelves 
leaning on tip-toe expectation/ 
and then 
after the moment built itself 
to delicate pinnacle importance ...• 
the sounds fell 
into a hole of loneliness; 
they went away/ 

it shows 

you've taken the moon 
and hidden it quite well/ 
in your shoe for better walkin g 
perhaps; nobody slaps a stran ger 

you know/ 
kpap-sacks fill the side of the road; 
and slumbering bandits like yourself 
are sleeping under every tree / and you 
wonder if you aren't a majority 

and it shows/ 
everyone has at least 
one moon to hide 
and lots of people run 
away in the dark / 

... 



eight to five odds 

beat it down to the corner 
and find the news; 
comics and dick nixon 
lying in the street/ 
you've finished; 
bus tracks tell the tale/ 
end of the road beginning 
of eight more hours 
towards retirement/ 

and the clock punched its way 
as if to say 
do it/ 
and the sun outside 
said screw it/ 

and the In box 
fill e d up to infinity/ 

august/ 1962 

afternoon lay heavy 
on the sun's back 
and shadows played out fantasies 
on hills and gullies/ 
i sat, audience to the l as t 
acting out of late summer; 
a lone critic of 100 heated days 
waiting to be dipped in darkness / 

daytime gasped, 
and the pouting bruised sky 
tucked it in; 
the wind kissing august cheeks goodnight / 

<lo 



yellow 

yellow 
color trickling, quick change 
zig-zagging between venetian blinds 
onto the over-waxed 
yellow 
floor beside the bed/ 

yellow; 
the complexion of the day: 

6:00am. sun not quite risen. 
no reason given. it's always been. 

yellow; 
left over dish water/ 
weak tea from last night/ 
stains around the tub/ 
there's a rub; 
under my eyes 
purple and the ever omnipotent 
yellow 
beginning in the fading underwear 

t-shirt 
shaving cream 
arm pits/ 

bathroom light reflecting 
yellow 
across my image 
flat against the wall behind me 
mirrored in absurdity 
in a snapshot/ millions xeroxed 
teetering on the rocking chair 
yellow 
with age; 
gone the psychptic rage 
of youth retold in a flowered field 
of memory/ 

... 

yellow 

until the tombstones no longer sho w 
parading on the waiting hill / 
maybe we never will 
it to happen; 
some window way perha p s 
to stretch and raise 
our hands above the sun / blood 
running down into our bodies 
never yellowing everlastingly / 



after the poem 

after the poem 
pieces fell away 
from lack of riveting trivialities; 
chunks of insides 
plugging up the plastic faucets/ 
there ceased to be abeginning; 
only end looking terrifyingly around 
for somewhere to hide 
until the wounds healed: 

structured situations 
scotch taped drama 
peg-legged dances 

for patching ego strength/ 

after the poem; 
what remained of all the armies 
limped back home 
and stood on abreviated legs 
until the stumps grew back/ 

no one noticed 
the gnarled ends 
because of the parade/ 

the sixth day 

the white draped table stretched out 
in endless reproduction/ mirrored ... 
her hands holding mine 
at one end; the masked god · 
catcher O.B. rising out of the other/ 
reality struggled between her 
trembling legs; shooting positive-negatives 
on our faces as the crowned 
truth head showed us what we'd done/ 
and in the waterfall of seconds: 
head/ 

shoulders/ 
feet flailing/ 

(dependency's love cord snipped 
in a split moment of tragedy) 

6:34am. girl . Slbs 5oz . 
and the sun rose on our sixth day/ 

\ 



the dance 

rising out of the fetal floor 
arms snaking; encompassing 
the room in tips of white/ 
and then the leap across timelessness, 
a second suspended 
between fossils and the moon; 
the make believe believable 
twisting, caressing 
the prancing myth/ 

the egyptian cat 
claws its way across centuries, 
hair on end after end; 
eating christians into heaven/ 
blown into hiroshima mushrooms/ 
tossed above the earth 
by phallic steel gods/ 

dancing clocks ticking time 
splitting day and night 
(the rustle of infinity 
on our chosen doorstep)/ 
the hide and se ek of tides 
playing at the mortality crust 
of this moment; 
riding a wheel spinning 
with the breath of universe/ 

babies from a million mornings 
pop from your womb; 
old men spit out their last 
breathing on your shuffling fe e t / 

forever the dance / 
forever the semen sweat 
on your bro w ; 
running a race with your eyes / 
forever the muscled move ment 

contracting 
expanding 
exploding 

into Climax X Eternity / 



clowns 

the clown tripped/slipping 
obsolete in a corner 
of the bigger-than-reality top; 
stopping only occationally before 
bottoming out beneath the over-crowded 
stands/ the fans could put up with it; 

(after all) there were other acts 
and they felt mature •enough 
to believe he was only ma de-up/ 

CLOWNS CAN NEVER BLEED IN PUBLIC; 
(they are chalk white 
on a red greasep a int mat 
under the bleachers ..... dying) 

look between your legs 
and see them; 
nobody really has the last laugh/ 

depreciation expense 

stand against the wall; 
turn slowly and fade into concrete/ 
the windows gape 
open-mouthed at the great disappearing act; 
it's a fact 
running out of steel brains 
onto the tape covered floor/ 

button pushing monster machines 
ride a paranoid horse 
west into the sun; 
man sits smoking .... 

dropping off like an ash / 



stuck 

fill your bags with mortar 
from asphalt badlands 
and build a spike in a field 
of nails/ L.A. rises out of its clouds 
permanence stuck to the edge 
of mind's free eye/ 
gold running through the air; 
choking us with early retirement ... 
we 're fringed with benefits/ 
stocked with certificates of achievement 
we'll stay; hunting 
down the stags 
as they run up the sliding ever sliding 
hillsides escaping/ 

people lay on the beach bronzing; 
sinking heavily into the sand/ 

the body poli t ic 

the cigarette bur ne d down 
(ashes l i ttering the way) 
between the two holdi n g immob i le 
fingers; burning ye ll owed, b listers 
boiling/ and out the other side dead/ 

pain l eaped up the forear m, 
sprinting to the brain 
in howling protest marching 
on the top; it was gone/ 

empty/ he a d shelled; 
printed in a boo k perhaps, 
then phased out 
from lack of i nterest / 

where to yell 
when there is not h ing attached 
to the ear/ 



passing jesus 

how can we continue; you and i/ 
you've gone through father and brother 
reflections/ and now we're quite alike, 
occupying the same motions 
out of habit/ you were unique 
until i learned that spikes 
are everywhere to be had/ crosses are 
only wood, you know; 
i didn't once/ i drank _your juices 
and licked_crumbs of your rib/ 
where have you gone/ ripped apart 
to feed the fat american dream/ drained 
by a mortuary three day drunk/ 

i've tried; believe 
this/ but you weren't in the pulsating 
rhythm of the harmonica man; face 
blown away in intoxicating sleep/ 
i couldn't find you roaring 
with screaming motorcycle hoards 
of immortal abandonment/ 
the ghetto smelled 
of your forgetfulness; 
the meek lay in heaps of dispair/ 
the shadow of what 
you might have been 
stained the crystal pillow 
of my love/ could it be 
we shared the same bed 
of mutual consent/ my 
thumb stretched out the lost highway/ 

' 
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my hair torn out covering your legacy 
in frustration/ smoke dreams beg me 
to forget you/ but you're there, still 
like a leg that refuses to walk; like 
a promise stuc k to my throat / 
like a knife turning in a back 
i can't shake/ 
let me go, unspeakable messiah; 
you've lost me with your impotent tounge / 
i can no longer see you 
with a back wa rd glance/ 

(my child crawls 
on new knees 
to the edge 
of my long legs 
and pulls herself up 
babbling DA-DA/ DA-DA/ 
i see an old friend 
dart across the reflection 
in her eyes)/ 



old car; old hat 

cracked up against the side of the fence 
old car; 

'Old hat inside/ sweat dried 
along the brim of past time passions/ 
you never liked it; 
now it's maimed 

(uncomfortable to sit in)/ 
we must all face new models 
when the break comes/ 
so it is; hunched and cripled 

(the taste of metal in our mouths) 
the eyes of something seen 
against a rusting memory, dying/ 
aged corpse auto-
mobil e no more; 
we only used you 
and then forgot/ 

early retirement 

the great thundering hunt ends; 
stag staggering to knees, 
his neck yanked back 
for the automatic knife/ 
print 100 copies 
for the districts; 
polaroid snapshots for the personnel file / 
catch the metallic smell 
of feared breath 
for fawn-ing youth applicants 
stalking these woods/ 

then the quick stroke; 
dripping with unfinished resignation / 
fires glow warmly 
for the next bar-b-que/ 



manners 

i looked at my hands, 
there were no hands; 
i rose/ falling/ there were only empty 
pants cuffs flapping in a non-existent 
breeze from a thousand worthless runs/ 
i am mouthless grown; 
standing red/ i flash neon 
bright outside facade gleaming 
what i've been painted/ 
she/ he/ and all of it turned 
walking away without a hint; 
have i learned so well 
that i am invisible/ 

elsewhere 

dogs bark 
trees bark 
it's . all a lark 
wondering if it is 
or just pretends 
to be dar k ; 
on the other side of never 
or elsewhere 
we've ever been/ 
friends shake hands; 
friends shoot men, 
and who's to say 
who's friendly / 



In only 

my In box got the notation; 
"your life is ln escrow"/ 

tied up In court; 
judges sitting on the logical processes 
of meaning to g e t on with it, 
stutter answers lik e: 

"it looks OK from here"/ 
"it's part of growing up"/ 
" of course i'm not going 

to fire you"/ 

i'm In the hall 
hol ding the bag; 
empty ego defla t ion 
wrinkled in a tightening fist/ 
are all the doors 

(must be) 
In doors op e ning 
for the gr eat In-vite/ 

walk-in movie 

i premiered last night/ 
i walked residential trailing sidewalks 
to th e sound of echoing self inflicted hee ls 
and occasional dog heckli ngs ; 
no longer trying to b lend 
with the darkness and t he streetlamp/ 
i was the star 
on my walk; 
a one man show 
for th e attentive 2 and 3 bedroom audience/ 
i strolled 
clear to the ending , 
tragedy or comedy/ 

a leap over the last fire hydrant and no encores/ 



night goddess 

i saw you against the streetlight 
backdrop arked high into the air; 
the shower of yellow and you 
flying over the dark pavement 
night goddess in hip robes 
and angel beads/ 
doing your modern-er dance 
of youth rhymning 
with the aching stars 
on a blanket of perspiring night 
beginning fog entry/ 

you glanced out at my pocketed future 
and told me (there in flight) 
what happens to daytime 
bursting ego punctured at sunset/ 

be me 
be me 
head lifting hair straight 
doing it 
above the earthened darkness 
being child of the fantastic/ 

then the shadow 
black on blacker gone 
past the glimpse 
into the real night 
crawling over my eyes 
and brain being out of it/ 

on sunday 

inside the t.v. clicked on and off; 
books piled up like rooks 
in the corners 
of the free room and bored/ 
the one-eyed jack laid out 
of his zippering hideaway 
played her a song; 
hymns are far from wrong 
on this holy day/ 

mutual masterbation on sunday 
can be like errecting a cathedral 
when one is in one's own pew/ 



sellout 

i woke this morning 
discovering an ink stamp mark 
behind my left ear: SOLD/ 
i looked frantic 
for the buyer to claim me/ 

help 
i'm a bus ticket 
to albuquerque/ 
i've been auctioned 
befoie being hi-jacked/ 
ralph williams has me on the lot; 

("mommy, look at the funny poet") 
("shadup, he doesn't have a spare")/ 

am i destined to be a re-run between 
joe pyne and the christophers/ 

a little water remedy, perhaps; 
but isn't it always indelible/ 

vacation tripped 

he went on vacation, 
stepping out of his wrinkled 
stone cold buildings/ melting 
in t he hot sun; (washed ov e r 
the newly circumcised soul) / 
days went up like a confetti 
parade over self-
surrounded selflessness / 
all the coups were out 
flown and dribbling sketches l ay 
on a hundred unwashed b e dsheets / 
he was with the birds; 
migrating to the better places 
taking a powder/ 
it all erases in capsuled for m 
if you want it to/ 



death right 

the river runs wide 
in spring 
and whirlpools wait dark; inverted 
sucking under/ ever sucking under/ 
from atop a stone bridge 
i watch the disintegration of banks 
and roots and left over ice 
falling away/ sinking; the sound 
of death shedding in the warm afternoon/ 
the fatal leap and swim to the bottom; 
a tree's frantic hand pleading 
as it bobs to the surface 
asking for just another chance; 
another season farther 
from the bank/ another spring 
when the river doesn't run so high/ 
and when the sun's not so hot/ 
and when the whirlpools' sucking 
ever sucking fails to reach 
into my screaming ears/ 

breakdown 

the rubber band 
played its song with encores; 
climaxing to breakdown 

(snapping) 
from unknown weaknesses/ 
a simpl e knotting 
of broken ends won't do; 
shredded abstract pieces 
cover the bas e ment floor / 

it fell apart; 
put it on the work bench 
and look at the dead e nds / 

even the b ig hunks won't 
wrap up a package dea l/ 



manners 

i looked at my hands, 
there were no hands; 
i rose/ falling/ there were only empty 
pants cuffs flapping in a non-existent 
breeze from a thous a nd worthless runs/ 
i am mouth - less grown; 
standing red/ i flash neon 
bright outside facade gleaming 
what i've been painted/ 
she/ he/ and all of it turned 
walking away without a hint; 
have i learned so well 
that i am invisible/ 

the old school 

in my class 
students sit with record players 
in mouth; 
12yrs. of formal e ducation 
and a freshman once again/ 
friend; hallowed walls 
may not be used for graffiti 
outburstings so take your tunes 
to the countryside; the windows here 
are too high to see out/ 
t here is a freer education to be had 
on the road; 
get it with thumb in the sun / 

the old song and dance 
may warp/ 



frayed fortune cards 

days flip over; 
grown older/ 

(frayed fortune card trains 
pull in and out 
of deserted stations 
belching and wheezing their way 
around the nearing corner)/ 
something waits on haunches 
knotted with impatience 
for the stranger 
leaving the downed town/ 
the stranger left his house 
of street lights 

smiling; 
unknowing/ 

~ 

seeing neon 

the night is here; 
minds begin to rattle on unshuttered 

\ 
eyeballs flaming neon/ the glittering 
pupils alive and cutting flesh to stark 
irredescent reality/ the corner faces 
always come back; 
the dead sun pulling up their stage curtain / 

i see the fire/ caught in glass grot e sque 
fun house mirroring back 

' FREAKS 
blip 

FREAKS 
blip 

FREAKS/ 

the jokers hav e returned; 
mama and papa bearing on/ baby 
squalling up the stares; 
gleaming out a window/ windows sxpand in g/ 
popping into the s Ji c}< streE t; aliv e 
with bulbs in t oo straight fraudulent lines / 
yes i've seen them; 
they've burnt th e li d s of my eyes 
to make me sure / 
truth in long florescent tubes 
spelling it out in endless r ep e ti t i o n 
onto a head lost in words 
and febble attempts 
to take it/ 



it wasn't a whole lot like christmas 

it wasn't a whole lot 
like christmas; we could hear 
the screaming of social mutes 
under foot/ babies insisted 
on being wrapped up and buried 
in the cold ground; and then 
the sidewalks cracked/ we never 
felt it but there is evidence; 
the end is near for all of us/ 
we'll still unbox the nativi~y; 
mend the broken plastic christ child 
and polish the blood stained star/ 
it's here/ we've been flaged down 
to beliefs and allegiances/ and 
now what: BY THE COUNTRY/ 
now what: FOR THE COUNTRY ••• 
men and even women are perishing 
from the earth 
for ever and ever/ 
it wasn't a whole lot 
like christmas; even 
though we'd been snowed upon/ 




